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Value Guided System for emerging ventures in Hong Kong 

 

ABSTRACT: Decisions at warp speed with accuracies have always been a key 

emphasis in the success of a business and its’ survival.  The ability of an 

organization that best response to uncertainties of ever-changing market 

demands and increasing performance standards inflicted by globalization 

and continuous technological changes, is no longer considered just a 

distinctive quality for today’s business environment.  Instead, it is seen as 

the organization’s lean creative competence to innovate, covering broad 

range of competitive edges involving optimal human capacities and efficient 

resources to generate long term sustaining values and enduring growth.  

The aim of this report is to:  (1) Investigate and examine the importance of 

value comprehension and its transformations for Hong Kong Small business 

enterprise’s (SME) emerging ventures.  (2) By referencing the lean thinking 

concept and the relations between lean and values for innovations; a case 

scenario was explored for discussions with primitive interview to 

demonstrate and identify aspects of a lean framework that exploits 

conditions of creative opportunities for collaborations.  (3) Assess the 

implications on the resulting model that reflected its structural applications 

as a value methodology that revitalize a value guided system that entice 

collaboration and co-creative practices for an organization as a whole.   

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hong Kong as a Special Administrative Region (S.A.R.) is one of the top global competitive 

cities in the world.  The people of Hong Kong have always been reputable for their aptitude 

and competence in their contributions to the vibrant city that help shapes the city’s future 

growth with economic prosperity [appendix 1.0].  The innovative and creative functions of 

businesses have long been identified as agents for building Hong Kong’s resilient economic 

system and the working individuals of Hong Kong being significant pillars of its foundations.  

For the past two decades businesses of Hong Kong had experienced unprecedented changes of 

global phenomena in economic volatilities, growing technical revolutions of competitive 
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advantage and hyper reality speed of social transformations; all of which deepened the 

societal unrest with uncertainties in adapting to disruptive changes for business survival.   

 

The people of Hong Kong progressing with intensified tyrannies in the new classifications of 

monetary values and working for the sole sense of achievement that are merely of short-term 

benefits through the money expended and financial means [appendix 1.1].  Signs of suppressed 

individuals consumed by the submissive processes of business orientations showed traces of 

self-inflicted isolation from interactive belongingness are identified within the deep rooted 

culture of doing business.  These systems of general businesses in Hong Kong are under siege 

with increasing views that instigated social-economic problems causing human disconnections.  

The growing impact extends widely to be observed as prospering at the expense of the larger 

communities.  Furthermore, rising demands from the consumer markets and other 

businesses relationships have already begun advocating and embracing corporate social 

responsibility as a critical factor in the development of sustainable relationships.  The 

legitimacies of business values in Hong Kong with diminishing trust are opened with excessive 

vulnerability.  The pursue of limited views with outdated money approach in creating values, 

ignorance of human sentiments and non-attentive to customer needs has become a 

widespread problem that lies within the value structure of the companies itself.  The 

oppressed experiences by in large affects organizational diversities in the shaping of future 

environments for working individuals with possible complexities that paralysis the whole 

creative engagement process.   

 

With increasing misrepresentations and disorienting traditional values of fundamentals 

business ethics, there are notable and concerning questions raised for businesses with profit 

driven advancements in relations to value comprehensions and creative innovations for 

extendable growth – in particular, the diminishing levels of employees’ opportunities to 
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comprehend and generate new ideas of competitive edges that are customer-centric and 

humane.  Other challenges under these oppressive influences would be – the long term 

conditions of employees’ involvements and communicative willfulness to innovate creative 

solutions as contributing values to organizational success.  In a novel culture of monetary 

centric principles as core value significance; deeper problems and concerns in the traditional 

management practice would be – the misalignments of human capacities and supportive 

resources operated by short term sales and profit business models.   

 

In exploring these challenges of misconceived value perspectives and human disconnections, 

the abstracted attributes from the lean thinking theory was critically reviewed in the holistic 

creative methodologies to enhance the value opportunities and creation process.  The 

following section will first revisit the notions of values while defining associated terminologies 

described in context for this report.  Then proceed by the discussion between values and the 

lean trajectory relevance to support the perspective of a lean model to clarify the abstractness 

of a structural creative value process.   

 

Accordingly, a developed model framework explains how diminishing the mystifications that 

relinquish creative opportunities helps improve organizations’ ability to engage and overcome 

obstacles for innovative collaborations.  Following the reflective discussion of collective 

collaborations to co-create with creative confidence and innovative believes, the report 

concludes with the implications of the analysis assessing the need for a value sustaining 

system of practices to revive emerging business culture. 
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2. THE NOITIONS OF SHARED VALUES 

Values have long been studied by many streams of human studies and business researches to 

explore the meanings of its contents.  Broadly interpreted, values are the thoughts of the 

desirable (Kluckhorn, 1951); it is the beliefs affecting the desired end state and guides the 

standard expectations that are being communicated.  Values also influences people in a 

group setting through social interactions and shapes their attitudes and behaviors towards 

their actions of the events (e.g. Schwartz, 1992; 1994; Schwartz & Bardi, 2001; Schwartz & 

Boehnke, 2004).  Although, values are generally viewed and examined at the personal-level, 

organizations within a business setting can also distinguish its common values that they 

embrace.  Value preferences that are related to attitudes or assertive perspectives of a 

business would influence the operational undertaking.  Value principles that are related to 

the beliefs of ones’ ought to behave that drives the collective motivates for organizational 

initiatives and actions.   

 

It is of vital importance for businesses’ advantages to make decisive decisions and signify 

organization values to working individuals of what are regarded as significant to organizational 

progress.  The transparencies to simplify and clarify shared values with policies and practices 

that improve understanding while concurrently advancing economic and the human 

conditions in addressing the challenges and needs.  This requires organizations to focus on 

identifying, exemplifying, purifying and extending the understanding with connections of both 

social and economic parallel growth; and it is through strong premises of well-defined value 

principles as a continuous communicative initiative for comprehension within its functional 

processes.  
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2.1. CONTEXTUAL TERMINOLOGIES  

The defining terminologies associated with shared values are presented for working individuals 

to familiarize the context and lessen the abstractness of value propositions for a businesses 

seeking growth.  As suggested, these statements are derived from findings of journal articles, 

relevant professional of the creative industries and extensive body of literatures on arts, 

creativities, designs and innovations. 

 

2.1.1. Creative Culture 

“Every act of creation is first of all an act of destruction.” Pablo Picasso 

 

By being creative, it is a mind conditioning with imaginations, original ideas; it is a way of life in 

view the world around us, it is the constant awareness of multilateral viewing of things to be 

of value, whereby something new and in ways valuable is created – anything.  Gathering of 

such behavioral conditions and with the phenomena of such acts to end the old and anew to 

originate and create, hence the creative culture overtime. 

 

2.1.2. Design 

“Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up expressing 

itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.” Steve Jobs  

 

In practical understand of design would entail the skills or actions of conceiving of and creating 

a plan or the structured conventions of formal elements in its compositions before it is created; 

it is a contemplated purposive provision towards a resolution of a defined problem; then 

revealing them non verbally but constantly clarifying over time. 
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2.1.3. Innovation 

“No problem can be solved from the same level of consciousness that created  

it.” Albert Einstein 

 

By the notions of innovation, it is the processes or the actions of generating changes in the 

current establishments; particularly by presenting new methods, thoughts and or ways that 

create impacts.  With applications by the beliefs of doing better and different while meeting 

new requirements and needs; it could be founded by the notions of challenging the status quo 

and or the customary norms. 

 

2.1.4. Values 

“Your beliefs become your thoughts, Your thoughts become your words, Your words 

become your actions, Your actions become your habits, Your habits become your 

values, Your values become your destiny.” Mahatma Gandhi 

 

Widely conceived, the non-monetary perspective of value to one would be the intrinsic 

principles or standards of behaviors and or actions of one's judgments with activities, leading 

towards what is important to one’s life. 

 

2.1.5. Lean Thinking 

“By design, flow systems have an everything-works-or-nothing-works quality which 

must be respected and anticipated.” James P. Womack 

 

By Lean thinking, it is the customer-centric practice that would be applied, to continually 

enhance any procedures through the elimination of waste in everything that needs to be done; 

this idea would be based upon the “Continuous Incremental Improvement” and established 

upon the “Respect” for People. 
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3. LEAN THINKING AND SHARED VALUES 

The concept of lean was popularized and prescribed by Womack and Jones in the late 80s 

throughout the 90’s, where they have bridged the applied “lean principles” (Womack and 

Jones, 1996) of: ‘specifying values’, ‘identifying the value streams, while eliminating waste’, 

‘constructing the value flows’, ‘involving customers to drive the pull process’, and ‘pursuing for 

perfection’, as a continuous sequence of removing waste and unnecessary actions while 

connecting all the concurring steps without loaded weights that create values within a system.   

 

The advancing ethical cycles of ‘planning’, ’doing’, ‘checking’ and ‘acting’ in emerging business 

practice, directly resembles and complementary to the beliefs, purpose and engagements in 

the establishing lean system by Womack and Jones’ [Table 1].  The lean principles have been 

evolving and in practice over time to particularly focus in the core innovating relevance of 

customer values, through primary considerations of strategic value creation process that are 

people centric.  The lean steps of activities and reflective ethics established by Womack and 

Jones closely relates to the value principles and value preferences suggested in shared values 

of an organization seeking progressive economic and social growth.  In particular, the 

consideration of producing capacities, qualities, responsive agilities, needs variability, 

readiness of sufficient resources and assurance controls methods.  These implied advocating 

characteristics as part of the lean methodology that can be extended to endorse wider lean 

business strategies. 

 

Lean in not a just a program or a short-term cost reduction agenda, but the significances of the 

way company operates with value optimum decisive efficiencies.  The thought revolution or 

lean transformation are often encouraged to distinguish an organization moving from old 

methods of reasoning; to lean thinking in ways of transformation that deliberates long-term 

perceptions and persistence of how company conducts business and envisioned its culture. 
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[Table 1 –The relevance of Shared Values in direct resemblance of Lean Thinking] 

SHARED VALUES  LEAN THINKING 

Value Preference:   

“to Plan”  1- “Specify value” is defining precisely from the 

customers’ end perspective that offers the best values 

for their needs at optimum efficiency. 

 

   

“to Do”  2- “Identifying the value streams” involves the entirety 

of each activity; extending beyond single boundary of 

connecting links, cycled within the up and 

downstream in the system and eliminating the waste. 

 

3- “Making the value flow” is the efforts involved by 

ensuring the remaining value creation streams 

progresses smoothly without blockages. 

 

4- “Involving customers pull the process” is the design in 

process of providing responses of what and when 

they want in real time.  

  

  

   

 

Value Principles:   

“to Check” 

& 

“to Act” 

 5- “Pursue perfection” is to strive continuously to 

eliminate excess waste uncovered in successive layers, 

devoted acts of improvements to increasing 

capabilities and attack burdening bottlenecks by 

reduction to zero forms of waste within the system. 

 

   

 

In a nutshell, the principles are in fact benchmarked as guiding series of steps that are vital to 

establishing a straightforward structure for creating simple yet detailed road maps for 

conducting incremental progressive enhancements.  It designates through value concepts, 

configuring exchanges for practical executions and strives as an innovative Lean Thinking 

Process in practice.  From a strategic point of view, it goes beyond the search for production 
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excellence; but rather emphasizing values for the customers and the entire connection flow of 

business.  Anyone can, at any given time integrate other creative approaches without 

contradicting the core visions of lean – to aligned and provide customer objective needs and 

values.  The capacity for waste eliminations and optimization of such a lean focused process 

system is determined by the definitively values created within the whole logistic chain; and not 

only centered on the performance measures of sub-systems of its domain.  The lean thinking 

system ultimately encompasses value-integrating networks of operations stretched amongst 

companies, with the goals of self-instigated competence in series of providing liable values for 

the self, plus other broad ranges of factors and to the final consumers.   

 

 

4. METHODS & ANALYSIS 

In the course of innovating results for business that fulfills the demands of both internal 

dynamic factors and external needs; business leaders, designers, engineers and other decision 

makers within the development process are required to make series of sound and informed 

judgments.  The precise decisions requires methods of rationalizing clear value opportunities 

that are of greater benefits and meaningful.  Reconvening clearer focus by endorsements of 

lean and comprehending perspectives of values in itself is not enough to enact the long-term 

success for a business, hence the objectives is to construct no just a “lean conceptual” 

organization, but also to revive “lean creative solutions” to actualize long-term 

accomplishments through the advocacies of strengthening definitive activities – in particular, 

the involvements, engagements, and the valid justifications upon which to act.  The on-going 

process guides decision makers in organizations to better understand the focuses on viable 

solutions of value contributions that would be desirable, usable and useful to the needs for all 

stakeholders.  Both the demeanor of “Lean Thinking” and deriving to “Lean Solutions”, entails 

the collective awareness throughout the organization that calls for rational appropriations of 
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new divine beliefs for organizational creative culture.  The constructs and development of 

such culture is by the lead of acknowledgements in collaborative offerings equivalent to the 

organizational co-creative solutions that are self-sustaining with mutual non-monetary 

fulfilling benefits.  The case study presented, with primitive interviews conducted provide the 

supporting overview of the studied phenomenon.  The demonstrating lean model analysis is 

critical to illustrate how lean is planned, implemented in practice, and how it is related to 

organizational culture of collaboration in the context for emerging business of Hong Kong 

facing future uncertainties.  

 

4.1. Case Company 

The case company COMPANY-X Inc. established in 1998; is a conventional Hong Kong IT 

solutions company [Appendix 2.1].  Their business are mainly located in the US, Hong Kong and 

Shenzhen China.  COMPANY-X offers a range of information technology integrated products 

and services for their clients’ needs across the globe internationally.  Operations are 

structured geographically, while providing main productions in China and Hong Kong, 

COMPANY-X’s sales channels are mainly located in North America and the projects integrating 

solutions are being run by the Hong Kong office, serving as the hub of managing integrations 

and supporting services.  Hence, each of the locations reflects their diversities for the 

company’s product and services solutions provided.  Indications suggested through the 

investigative analysis [Appendix 2.1.1], COMPANY-X is continuing its efforts and plans to pursue 

extended market solutions onto other digital mediums and building brand exposures for 

convergence as customer centricity through, creative innovations and promoting the 

experience dimensions to exploit emerging markets of consumers within the information 

technology industry.  The concern arises stated by the business analysis manager [Appendix 4.3] as 

follows: 
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“… for product services or processes in a business often need new ideas, and fresh 

new thinking, without it, it would be boring, problematic, decaying and certainly 

difficult to make a profit.” (Business Analyst Manager, Sept. 2014)  

 

The current traditional sales and profit driven practices by conventional thought process have 

progressed to become dogmatic and unworthy of values by the ambiguity of collaborative 

performance and lack of employee’s creative involvements to contribute.  The Business 

Analysis Manager [Appendix 4.3] again states: 

 

“…you can’t really just be in a boardroom and “BAMB!!!” a spill out of unexpected 

big ideas of inspiration will spontaneously appear in a schedule at 10:30 that 

morning.  This is the core misunderstanding by business managers and upper 

managements; they’ll need to know that creative thinking isn’t a manageable 

assets, it can only be encouraged.” (Business Analyst Manager, Sept. 2014) 

 

This poses immediate challenges identified specifically to the future solutions of: “Products” 

[Appendix 2.2], “Services” [Appendix 2.3], “Mobile” [Appendix 2.4], “People” [Appendix 2.5], “Quality” [Appendix 2.6], 

and “Leadership” [Appendix 2.7]; in their communicative disconnections and lacking the founding 

process in meanings of the organizational desired beliefs for the operational complexities 

during integration and collaborations.    

 

Further illustrations found in the discussion with an associate creative director [Appendix 4.2], a 

practitioner of the same industry that recognizes the deep rooted general practices of Hong 

Kong business also stated: 

 

“… this requires a revolution of new mindsets, new skillsets and new knowledge … 

redefining the ways to interact and accelerate people-centric ideas … we really need 

see them as investments and develop them through open sharing and in an 

interactive communication domain!” (Associate Creative Director, Oct. 2014) 
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From the words of the director of operations [Appendix 4.1], another practitioner of the same IT 

industry, also indicated the crippling aspects in the long-term strategic outlook for traditional 

business said:  

 

“…there are strong signs that doing thing for the sake of doing aren't so ideal or 

healthy for the company’s growth or planning the career growth of our people; it’s 

really the time to have a closer look at the different ideas, thinking inclusively, 

openly and collectively for our product and services ahead.  Things certainly need 

to change as the entire world is openly buzzing about it, so for all of our longer-term 

sakes, the changes certainly seems pressing and challenging.” (Director of 

Operations, Oct. 2014) 

 

The following illustrates the structural system necessary for a pragmatic value-focused 

strategic that improves the identification, classification and harmonization of undertakings 

that are essential for businesses to establish meaningful values oriented opportunities. 

 

4.2. Lean Model as the Value Defined Process 

The Lean model [Figure 1] identifies the key specifics of processing components, paralleled by 

defined characteristics [Appendix 3] of explicit suggestions as fundamental determinants that 

advances lean cognitive development for businesses of human-centric.  Never the less, the 

lean approach at minimum stipulates a comprehensive check lists to encourage individuals of 

traditional perceptions, to incrementally distinguish its value methodologies while considering, 

discussing of new value classifications, and innovating activities within a creative design 

solution process. 
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[Figure 1 – Lean Model Framework] 

 

 

 

The value define process explicitly outlines a strategic approach, with aspects focusing on the 

value creation by notions of understanding and with the greater respect for people’s activities.  

The specifics of “Creative Appeals” outlined the discoveries and comprehensions for 

involvements in creativity advocacies that encompass initial interests as the appeals benefits in 

the contextual flow.  Proceeded by “Value Attachments” indicates the fortifying welfares of 

willful devotedness in divine expositions as the attachment advantages for individual actions.  

Continued to “Particular Individuals” and “Collective Stakeholders”, that expresses the 

readiness for transformational proclamations in moral principles embracing creative liberty to 

radically innovate as intellectual mind-sharing.  Then, the critical “Change Factors” precisely 

identifies genuine activities instigating expansions for cohesive occurrences in creating pace of 

momentous tractions within the value flow streams.   Thereafter, the self-indulgent for 

“Aspiring Creations” and “Lean Focused Culture” are the transcended nemesis to succeeding 

obsoleted customary practices that are dogmatic and unfitting to the needed value 

propositions signified by the organizational strategic visions.  The lean model framework 

clearly defines the tangible positioning objectives for each determinant by holistic value 

measures that are uncomplicated and free from ambiguity.  

 

The emphasis typically involves the combinations of: perspectives transforming, design 
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thinking and personal transcending.  The suggested foundations [Appendix 3.1] are pillared by 

direct actions of reestablishing optimal quality, responsiveness, capacity, variability, availability 

and controllability in synchronous form throughout the process flow within the system 

structure.  Importance are emphasized upon the elimination of any form of wastes that help 

reduce oppressive flows that burden the complexities of proceeding activities and 

complementary to the essence of lean thinking principles.  Hence the fundamental lean 

method suggests incremental improvements, rather than drastic fundamental changes to an 

organization with new inventions that would seem radical; while adapting austerity and 

refraining from adding what is not essential in the first place.  

 

4.2.1. Creative Appeals as the Appeals Benefits  

The characteristics of appeals benefits are made clear and identified [Appendix 3.2] with the 

reemphasis of the emotional connection values.  People in general are inherently mindful 

and affectionate with ideas of good deeds; the intentions are often willing to share out of 

kindness while blurring of the boundary between for-returns and non-returns being 

anticipated [Appendix 4.2].  It would be these individualities and human social characteristics as 

fundamental qualities, denotes the greater satisfaction of needs for other as self-fulfillments.  

The liberation of open sharing of authenticated values, as respect for the truth and honesty, 

dignifies the existence of modern opportunistic visions that would be beneficial to the value 

flow streams.  The focuses by in large would help expand the subconscious connectivity 

between the networks of resources and the proficient advancements in which they operate 

with higher value redistributions.  Hence, reconceiving interests of collaborative progresses 

and helping company success with a far deeper appreciation of human needs and creative 

innovation challenges.  
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4.2.2. Value Attachments as the Attached Benefits 

The attached benefits indicated through the value stream flow are enticing by features and 

transcending by nature [Appendix 3.3].  It urges personal enrichments on the aspects of 

self-regeneration for the aesthetic self, suggesting the productive energies of creative 

disclosures that did not pre-existed.  Encourage the boundless self-created techniques that 

eradicate repressions through direct transferring energies to act, to do, to experiment, to 

adapt, to adopt and to create.   The focused agility in self-formation not only accumulates by 

practices of exchange-values alone, but also on how deed of tangible technique produce 

strengthening correlations and empathy to bond; hence the identity endorsement of 

enterprising one-self and up-scaling for the greater whole; providing the concerns for others’ 

welfares helping and comforting to others in times of needs.  These establishments of 

creative agility and transparent believes, where devoted self-extension practices, guides 

cohesive relationships are ever circular.  The foremost collectives of self-values then from one 

to another are closely attached by serendipity which complements the progressive proactive 

improvements. 

 

4.2.3. Individual / Collective - Decision Roles as the Contributing and Facilitating Mind Shares 

The suggested contributing and facilitating roles indicates specific functions in their overall 

actions [Appendix 3.4]; where both are purposeful towards creating a community that is willing and 

enabling to generate new ideas courteously within the value stream flow.  Individuals of 

contribution, as being independent participants or as sponsor of others actions, are 

determined through enticing values with efforts to create a more innovating association.   

 

The notions of the roles before them are driven to inspire, while sharing visions and 

motivations for others to rethink and recast their energies to set the stages for transformations 

to transpire.  The orderly balance and emotional exchanges that creates unique experiences 
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through collaboration should be created within environments of influential support, where 

people are willing to share ideas; provoking enough to improve concepts and ignite greater 

perspective and newer thinking.  The facilitations where sharing of new ideas are set to occur, 

are best centered in conditions of integrating ideas of combined optimum options, where the 

community share the communion sense of purpose, values and the imperative rules of 

positive engagements.  Hence the continuous participations as inhabitants, practicing the 

ability to expand creative initiations, design agilities and innovative resolutions. 

 

4.2.4. Change Factors as the Emotional Experience Engagements 

Of the change factors where engagements of emotional experience aspects implied numerous 

influential dimensions within the values flow stream [Appendix 3.5] as the bases of individual and 

collective motivations.  Setting out practical stretch goals and adopting inner excellence to be 

powerful and energizing differentiators.  Providing beyond what others thought were 

possible, while exercising encouragements of inspiration becomes a vital first act of pragmatic 

undertaking.  The more effective contributions in raising personal standards, the more 

optimism for conditions to appealing to up rises for valuable collaborations.  The willful 

compassion of volunteering mindset to initiate, beyond the self and extending reaches of 

others engages valuable prospects for gratification, affectionate associations of networks and 

cross-learning experience with exchanges.  The embrace for change through self-inflicted 

prospects either big or small provides significant value opportunities in leadership built and 

probable relationship involvements beyond the current circles of knowledge and 

acquaintances.  The exercising of dignified behavioral goodwill that follows through on 

commitments, helps sampling the role models for others implicitly and uplifting emotional 

desires to associate and engage.  Hence excelling in self- inflicting behavioral activities would 

present and stimulate considerable impact to the process of the overall value streams.   
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4.2.5. Aspiring Values as the Inspiring Trust Exchanges 

In the aspects of inspiring trust exchanges [Appendix 3.6], it implies characteristics of the synergetic 

whole of the collective individuals but it all starts with the singular self.  It is the emphasis in 

the quality of relationships built between individuals through the multiple interactions of 

exchanges and the indulging emotions endow over time (Rempel et al., 1985).  Specifically, it 

is the interrelated fundamentals of exchanges generating personable and genuine experiences 

for one another in their co-created ecosystems.   

 

At the same time, it reveals the channels and opportunities to be identified.  Personal 

identity is the essence that is an inevitable part of ones’ daily lives.  Our actions and 

behaviors shape our identity and vice versa; and in turn, it affects how other sees one another 

and how their perceptions shape their actions as well.  As such, it is suggested that 

individuals progressing to inspire trusting values should be considerate, proactive and 

meticulous of ones’ own identity.  It helps solidifies the paths of what one does and why they 

do it.  It is a mirroring indication of one’s direction that helps portrays the true self.  As 

suggested in life’s approach to practical events; one can neither be inflexible nor absolute 

flexible of their activities.  It is the choice of defining clearly of one’s identity and advocacies 

with integrity through open transparencies that resonates upon others during interactive 

exchanges.   

 

The mutual journeys of creating memories, moments and future anticipations, enriches the 

reliance of rational sentiments while developing intimate relationship as the perceived values 

of a cohesive bond (Bu g̈el, Verhoef, and Buunk 2010).  Through quality and healthy 

expressions during occurrences of solution for the betterment of others and by deeper 

personal connections for engagements; the interactivity co-created trusting environment that 

enables individuals to visualize and anticipating the future with more optimism and secured 
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certainty.  The necessities of providing predictable meanings of values, dependable affections 

of balanced impacts and faithful evidence of belongingness, become the pivotal components 

that build lasting and trusting relationships; where collective individuals would pledge their 

empathy of quality and reassurance (Aaker, 1991).  Individual’s comparative satisfactions, 

attitude and repeat appreciations would create a set of more profound principles concerning 

their devotions and commitments. 

 

The developed bond of familiar beliefs, perceived values and trusted confidence for one other 

in the moral integrity and acts of goodwill emerges as mutual cooperation (Gro nroos, 1990).  

The emotional engagements becoming the standard of conducts that are established 

collectively; hence, the entrusting collaborations of obligating duties as for greater and mutual 

causes (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994).  Therefore, self-indulged engagement by exchanges of 

trust has been recognized as a predominant attribute in relationship initiation, formation, and 

preservation through worthy humane experience and exchanges (e.g., Sirdeshmukh et al., 

2002; Verhoef, Francis, & Hoekstra, 2002). 

 

4.2.6. Focused Culture as the Loyal Habits 

The characteristics described for inducing loyal habits are outlined [Appendix 3.7] as the 

enrichments of collective actions in conducts for gratification as the common virtuous 

movement.  The nature of individuals shall provoke prospects to creating harmonizing 

progress with constructive motivations.  Adopting initiations for high standards to the self 

while in parallel, facilitating to inspire others involvement with appreciation.  The persistence 

focus of initiatives to self- recreate would be influential for others to follow and building a 

common ground for nourishing norm with respect and nobleness.  Through the contributing 

nature of actions and behaviors, individuals are entrusted to overcome emotions of anxiety 

and fear by ambitious determinations to perceive resolutions with engagement beyond the 
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organizations diversities and boundaries through extended networks of intelligence.  The 

outflowing of emotional hostile conditions and procrastinations, are reassured by entrusting 

supports of collaborations among specialties and endeavor for cohesive commitments and 

neutral delegations.   

 

The overall devoted engagement by the collective whole striving to produce tangible 

achievements for the organization becomes an important advocates and self-sustaining 

resource.  The embracement of consistent change in circumstances with communion 

innovative purposes helps drive resistance of uncertainties that are uncomforting while 

eliminating stagnation.  By presenting reassurance with concerns and interest of others’ 

future engagements with predictable actions that are humane; helps creates healthy 

attachment of intellectual dialogues of new actions, behaviors and towards the route of 

creative innovation of new perspectives.  The reinforcing spirits and actions for intrinsic and 

extrinsic measures are to empower the decentralizing of narcissism that triggers paradoxes to 

the coherent thoughts of productively, positively, and harmony.  Hence, the values of social 

conditions for security, confidence and belongingness are advocated through sufficient 

supports and facilitations with determined deeds for serendipity.   

 

4.2.7. Summary 

In progression of the lean model analysis, there are clear manifestations and gradual elaborate 

structural re-approach, in light of the creative values and value creation opportunities that are 

being engaged and redirected.   Traditions in tackling underlying beliefs, emotions and 

mind-sets have been reactive and slowest, as most people adjusts their perspectives only after 

new behaviors leads to resulted that mattered with validations.  Whereas with lean method, 

it is of the essence to lead with proactive-progressive approach imposing changes of value 

enhancements to moderate the unrest emotions, lack of motivations, self-isolations and set 
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backs of vague individual fulfillments.  The lean approach illustrates events of a simple 

process of incremental changes over time.  Minor adjustments or enhancements may not 

apparently be radical on its’ own, but in their own context of value standards and innovative 

principle reformations, they can be game-changing.  These forms of adjustments to the 

traditional processes suggest the significance of a progression improvement system.  It 

emphasizes in the crafts of creating and applying significant change determinants as a reliable 

and durable way of upholding sustainable growth.   

 

The preemptive strategy of lean in adopting early priorities on human significance with a clear 

vision and common considerations; is designed specifically on change factors of few critical 

behaviors at a time.  It is insisted for the deeper value influences as natural incremental 

stimulus of collective energies and personal engagements.  The non-invasive patronage that 

enables individuals to indulge and self- initiate in collaborative conditions illustrated as better 

effective, more efficient and informatively gradual.  The lean approach of doing more with 

less by practical and simple alignment of coherence commitments; triggers decisive vital 

behaviors and actions to induce the most creative individuals and makes the most of its 

positive forces in a cohesive way and subsequently to the overall organization.  As such, the 

distinctions of lean framework as an approached method, helps revive the deteriorations of a 

creative value process.  Moreover, it guides as a stringent practices of organization that lacks 

focused visions for sustaining economics growth and long-term relationships for human values 

in their business culture. 
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4.3. Lean Thinking Stakeholders 

In the prior process of examining the value propositions and defining the contextual lean 

framework system of its alignments; the predominant implications for human relations for an 

organization is at the core of its considerations.  It is imperative to comprehensively and 

purposefully define key characteristics of significance in the roles of stakeholders from a 

holistic perspective [Appendix 5]; as it complements the preemptive nature of the lean value 

guided system and its strategic positioning.  As well, the identifications of the attributes 

reflect the necessary understanding that helps facilitate collective response to activities that 

are in need [Appendix 6].   The correlations to the value determinants support the 

transformations of decision to perform appropriate actions in the organization’s overall value 

stream flow.  By conducting stipulations of factors in direct relations to the communion 

values of their impacts; it would support the provisions [Appendix 7] of amplifying and simplifying 

the overall lean process with completeness as a revitalizing ecosystem of solid foundations.     

 

4.3.1. Roles of Leadership 

The corporate level executives are recognized as the top tier leaders of the organizational 

structure that mirrors the company’s resonance of which it would be perceived.  It has 

become a symbolic presence of which they influence the intrinsic emotions to those they lead.  

The roles of leaders are the foundational element of sustaining progress of lean thoughts and 

intellectual methods at the core of an organization.  It is through the visionary directions set 

forth and the values principle emphasized in pursue for change into the distant future; that 

would authenticate the strategic ways to cope with the changes to achieve such visions.  

Establishing solid foundations of cultural activities for an organization, through thought 

processes of critical anticipatory insights, design thinking, and communicative activities; are 

highly initiated and required from the roles of leadership [Appendix 5.1].  It is also, through these 

initiatives that maintains the constant predictability and open transparencies of beliefs within 
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the lean systems.  As well, the essential coaching from the lean experienced leaders displays 

the agilities and diversities that are action oriented [Appendix 5.2] in dealing with people at all levels.  

The leanness of leadership suggested that a major required factor, is to be a functional role of 

distributing emotions for engagements with optimism to achieve substantial progress, hence, 

the role of leaders are to educate higher spirits of hope and enthusiasms for the organization. 

 

As major changes require more necessities to compete effectively and survive in new 

conditions; more changes often require more leadership commitment.   As change inflicts 

possibilities of constant communicative and informational complexities; it is the role of the 

lean thinking leader to rise to these demands with personal skills and be a highly perceptive 

listener and to properly analyze the very details, with the willingness to make unpopular 

decisions against the norms.   The lean leader should possess the upholding composures 

under straining circumstances with the sense of calm, while remaining in tune with the 

emotional concerns and able to express clear understandings of why the organization needs to 

hear his or her visualized realistic “Big Picture”.  Lean leaders not only should be able to 

respond the tough questions with wisdom but ask challenging ones as well with aspirations of 

continuing engagements [Appendix 5.3].  This is to benefit the sustaining interconnectedness and 

interactions of all relationships in the organization without blockages to sustaining the value 

stream flow.  Without the spirited initiatives for activities of openness and inspiring 

communication habits, it would become problematic to strive for prosperity with collective 

synergies.   Respectively, leaders of the organization should exhibits the resilience of 

unselfishness and giving; exhibiting deep bonds with their workers and surrounds themselves 

with exceptionally competent individuals.  It is through the respectful balance in the 

collaborative positioning, that they can learn from each other with parallel values without 

needing to micro-manage by tyranny.   A coherent teamwork culture in action would benefit 

all individuals applying their talents of values, knowledge and the disciplinary ideas for the 
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deed of the company as an untied whole.   The conditions facilitated by leaders, co-create 

the sense of salience and distributions of trust for the organization to become genuinely 

explicit with true experiences and pillaring the sense of collective cultural existence.   

 

While seeking profit through all business efforts had always been the traditional practices by 

key performance indicators (KPI); it is a key leadership challenge to ensure the KPI impacts are 

well diluted by other pragmatic measures of performance to practice systematic cost 

reductions to realize benefits to be achieved.  The strategic means to overshadow the profit 

focused chaos within the organization, by implementations of improved concepts of creative 

innovations to the overall effectiveness and efficiencies in the value process.  The role of a 

lean thinking leader must therefore be highly disciplined and with strong virtuous values that 

compliments those that surround them.  The main functions of a successful leader is to 

enforce and ensuring that the right individuals are in their right place and effectively 

distributed in the value streams and ensures that they are provided with the efficient 

productive tools, constructive learning and ethical mentoring necessary.   By key efforts of 

facilitation and opening opportunities for others to excel and striving to achieve the 

expectations that have been clearly conveyed upon; the vital roles of leadership truly requires 

the embracing of worthy values with openness, welcoming charismas and constant proactive 

empathy.   A noble leader naturally creates new leaders that progresses the organization and 

complementing the lean strategies in actions.  
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4.3.2. Roles of Managers 

The lean thinking managers are of distinguished significance within an organization to endorse 

and upholding the values of purpose envisioned by the leadership roles.  While leaders press 

for change; managers promotes stability of functions to stabilizing change impacts and 

ensuring the value flow processes are streaming with efficiency.   The roles of lean managers 

are primarily involved in dealing directly with teams of individuals and anyone that would 

affect the business logistic steam flow often on a daily basis at warp speed.  Hence, the roles 

of lean managers are individuals of talent with multiple-expertise in; designing plans for 

changes and identifying specific details that are necessary to be changed constantly.  Their 

ability to defining steps with alignment of precise values needed and making the changes is a 

core trait of managers’ disciplinary planning [Appendix 6.2].  Hence, their aptitudes in tool making 

with innovation, accessibility of outside sources with creativity to stipulate plans of precision, 

and their effective insights of preemptive measures are the genuine qualities as a striving 

manager. 

 

The proficiencies of a lean manager cannot be over-emphasized, as they are required to carry 

out plans in sequential iterations with testing environments at prototyping scales.  This would 

be ensured by their regulating conditions, enforcing the operations at optimal capacity and 

appropriately exercising the lean value principles.  The set out objectives by using less of 

everything to accomplish more with resources relating to the steam flow – in particular, 

human efforts, time investments, facilitating supports and available inventories for 

productions, development, and the vital stability of human correlations.  These engagements 

for practical actions require associating factors of contributing knowledge and facilitating 

training efforts.  Hence, the lean managers demonstrates their competent in exercising 

practical skills as a doer in response to solutions by guiding principles as a lean thinker. 
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Managers leading daily activities directly and dramatically impact the quality of the results, 

cost, productivities and risk assessments in the operations of the value quality steam flow.   

The moral and presences of the environments becomes critically significant to embrace 

constant changes and verifications for improvements within the process.  Analysis of 

eliminating waste or non-value adding activities is one of the greatest sources for perfections 

in the proactive services of corporate performance; and often become the top of the agenda 

list in the managing roles.  Lean thinking managers, engaging in collaborative exchanges and 

open relations with the teams to implicate resolutions to remove wasted efforts and 

reductions of time; signifies the biggest opportunities for performance improvements and 

enables the team with greater focuses on creating values [Appendix 6.1].   The respective decisive 

actions to bring a degree of order and consistent improvements to the lean determinants are 

explicit characters of an excelling manager.  Effective administering flows through all value 

progressive steps and without interruptions by implicating lean techniques and removing 

obstacles from the value streams; are the exhibiting standard of excellence and fundamental 

acts of a lean thinking manager.     

 

Moreover, stretching of beyond the norms in traditional practices and forming collective 

agreements to managing the whole value streams, is essentially the precise positioning of 

feasible enhancement at any correlation points.  The design for the collaborating efforts 

requires the moral values of lean management to be humane experience and value engaging 

focused.  As such, thriving lean manager do not resist change themselves and motivate 

engagements of teams to respond to changing goals and circumstances.  As teams of 

individuals engage in an emotional and deep personal experience; managers must be both 

sympathetic and empathetic.  Avoiding activities of hostility, while constantly be engaged, 

curious, and connected with the teams.  Being aware of how emotional values influences the 

total value streams; lean thinking managers must be smart and creative with feelings of the 
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human senses and applying intelligence that are less reactive and more value responsive with 

personal understanding [Appendix 6.3].  Constant communications to seek out knowledge of what 

drives the teams and sense how they feel, would fuel the stronger interpersonal connections 

with motivating relatedness by the relevance of advocating the lean principles.   

 

The active lean manager that prioritizes their efforts with social support to the teams’ daily 

tasks with factors of constrictive feedback can drive positive attitudes and experiences.  

Inspired and positive teams of individuals generally do well when empowered to make choices 

and decisions for themselves and finding resonant with self-determination and motivations.  

Lean managers that are aspiring to thrive, gain traction and become a source of 

encouragement for others to show proactive actions and initiatives.   Hence, teams of 

individuals can also motivate themselves and become engaged, but it is up to managers to 

co-create the conditions where self-motivation is possible.  As such, the emphasis on the lean 

thinking managers to stabilizing the workplace with climates and conditions of inspirational 

activities; is a predominant influence on how individuals engage in their daily activities 

effectively.   

 

4.3.3. Roles of Individuals 

The roles of individuals are collaboratively the pivots of any social formations and are defined 

with understanding as being human.  The lean thinking individuals are the pivoted physical 

souls in the assembly and unity of a cultural structure.  The essence of lean thinking 

individual [Appendix 5] is that they actualize the creative dynamics and enhance the continuous 

flowing notions of ideas, beliefs and behaviors through self-initiations.  They are those that 

takes the first steps towards any significant changes – hence, they are the doers of their beliefs.  

The roles of lean thinking individuals initiate and invoke the sense of community through 

proactive contributions.  Their contributions to the system and facilitation to others to do the 
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same, help rallies, shapes and define organizational activities as their everyday norms.  The 

practical activities involved are within the principles of the lean model stream flow that creates 

immense values for both the organization and for themselves through the subtle phases of 

learning, comprehending, educating, contextualizing, actualizing and reassessing with 

progressive interactions with others.  In many case, these acts of interactions and 

connectedness requires lean thinking individuals to continually impact and re-identify the 

fulfilling human centric needs [Appendix 6] for future business practices and success – particularly 

the self-indulging motives of “existence” through the senses of advocating purpose, 

“relatedness” by sharing of noble common values, and “growth” in the system changes of 

engaging improvements [Appendix 7].  All of which, are the collective significance, represented 

and proactively performed by the gathering of lean thinking individuals that reflects the 

natures of higher purposeful needs through human progression.   

 

Individuals of leanness in context, extensively reaches all levels of the organization; for it, being 

the local workers of operations, managing personnel of regional units, international senior 

executive directors and even as the leader of a CEO; all are identified as individuals that are 

required to perform unique, yet communion contributing and facilitating roles in the lean 

system model for the organization.  The roles of Individuals are the central pillars of leading, 

energizing and engaging activities.  The transcended acts of realized affections through the 

sense of considerations, motivations and enhancements for the people with respecting beliefs 

of humanity, are the traits and the roles for lean thinking individuals.   Their characteristics 

are similar to that of the philanthropist in the organization.  The unique and proactive 

initiatives for the public good, demonstrating and exercising their contributed time, efforts, 

knowledge and knowhow; are truly focused upon the improved qualities to supporting and 

sustaining the greater values overall.  Their practicalities to the notions of thinking big and 

starting small exemplifies the relatedness to innovate ways of creating values and 
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opportunities holistically.  Swaying away from traditional business practices, the roles of lean 

individuals do not dully await to be completely leaded.  Their roles with leanness will deeply 

interprets future visions with the mindset to connect with others across boundaries, as well as, 

the innovative spirit to create values through those connections, and unifying the sense of 

community to drive positive contributions with those they engage with.   

 

The roles of lean thinking individuals that resonates the future can interpret and are aware of 

others’ point of view; they have the interest to learn about others through the listening and 

learning process.  They possess caring with understanding in the perspectives of others and 

withhold their own bias in judgments by being empathetic.  They show potential interest or 

have the experience to acknowledge greater or global issues and grasp intrinsic complexities of 

multiple perspectives by being aware and attentive.  Moreover, lean thinking individual 

cherish relationships of the connections, their networks of friends and displays the ability to 

transcend barriers to build pervasive bonding trust.  Hence, the roles of lean thinking 

individuals becomes the physical presences that place a “human face” of awareness and a 

genuine being that validates the sense of connecting existence with others in an organizational 

environment. 

 

The roles of lean thinking individuals are obliged to utilize understanding of empathy and 

nuances through networks of connections to sustaining the enhancement purposes.  The 

new forms of values created are by spanning to other individuals and resources across 

boundaries through initiation and innovations.  Thus, the initiated activities amplify 

improvement areas in the processes, speeding up efficiencies, and would learning new 

knowledgeable insight or creatively helping discover new markets.  These relational pursuits 

are explicitly stimulating and enabling habits that are encourage in the lean value principles.   

The collaborative individuals of creative abilities in generating new ideas and with views to 
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encourage and aligning intellectual diversities prevail as a natural individual development.   

 

It is through the experiences engaged and created by individuals that harmonize the bonds 

through dialogues, and maintaining the process structure that enabled the constant flow to 

enhance.  Also, by the creative agility to performed with integrative decision and placing 

balance to the optimal emerging solutions; ultimately requires the lean individual’s practical 

skillsets and thought processes of approaches to solving problems.  Through openness of 

communications and advocating trusted activities, each individual role should help empower 

the belongingness of the whole committed experience.   

 

Engaging individuals with collaborative capacities that required creative solutions are the 

abilities to make the wholesome decision feasible.  Often times it would include disparate 

and or opposing ideas, yet the proficiencies and devotions to constantly considering, 

reconsolidating and reconciling choices that would derive to a thoughtful solution to come.  

Hence, it is through the responsiveness and the ability for constant recalibration that exhibits 

salience that reassures the unifying confidence to strides for perfections.  These activities 

undertaken by lean interactive individuals; illustrate the neutrality and organic formations of 

new competence of collaborations and co-creation within the lean system process.   

 

The ideal lean thinking individuals are defined not only by their competence of initiatives, 

knowledge and connections, nor is it just by their holistic beliefs to appropriate collaborative 

opportunities.  But it is by how they are able to contribute and facilitating others and 

enabling improvements to the multi-dynamics in which they operates.  They reside by the 

rules of self-indulgent, engagements, supportive and advocating the set of core values with 

bold ambitions; and are accountable to its community with humane qualities.  They do not 

exploit the community of one to benefit the other; they acquire solutions and innovate ways in 
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the process to create multidirectional values that are undiscovered for the betterment for all 

communities.  They don’t see their role as a tyrant direction setter but rather, a stage setter 

and creators of context in which other can also contribute to making co-creative innovations 

happen.  Lean thinking individuals view the business not only as affluence commerce of 

operations but also as a mechanism of strategic.  Their beliefs is to bring about human 

prosperity of true sustainable values and revitalizing thoughts processes to evoke positive 

tactical changes, by first, engaging in actions as examples themselves. 

 

 

5. REFLECTIVE DISCUSSIONS 

The set out objective analysis of the lean model and its impact through lean thinking to 

individuals, are designed to focus on the intent that brings positive impact in the organizations’ 

creative culture at a strategic level.  Reflecting the value concepts as a natural progress, 

streamlining through the organization over time is indeed favorable, but however, it concealed 

a number of complications for deeper discussion and enhancements.  Firstly, the divined 

value imposed for humanity and being people centric with respect, has no guaranteed that it 

will be perceived as viable and comprehended as 100 per cent positive without 

misinterpretation by all individuals, due to the unpredictability of their personal commitment 

standards and profitability backgrounds within the business landscapes [Appendix 8].   

 

Although, it is imperative for a visionary standard of strategic causes; the specific details of 

social-technical dynamics and the personification of targeted focus by functional needs are still 

required to be appropriated selectively.  The considerations to the demand variability and 

trust vulnerability to neutralizing converted results requires the lean system to scale beyond 

operational focuses of guiding principles that reaches deeper into the guidance for personal, 

emotional and ethical value significance for engagements.  For instance, eliminating waste 
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and waste reductions in pursing for perfection as a core objective for lean thinking operations, 

yet it is difficult to quantify and imposed limits regarding the generalizability and 

inter-subjectivity of individuals’ time or their ideas as wasteful during immediate validations of 

values contributed.  This would require a highly experience person to lead, oversees and 

justify what are aligned as non-waste to maintain the leanness of the system flow.  The value 

enhancements intended for perfection by efficient means may cause streamlining funnel 

blockages that would seem contradictory; as such an individual to make validation within an 

organization are very limited.  As well, the notions of perfection, to some degree may cause 

setbacks to the positivity intended, as perfection though human standards may become a 

straining factor initially.  Hence, exploratory design tools for more tangible measures and 

explicit identification are required to validate intrinsic values for the individuals and extrinsic 

authentication for the system.  Other advance tools would need to be developed and more 

time is required with precise attentions to the necessary direct efforts of initial propositions 

and conveying tactics by the leadership roles to strengthening the immediate value benefit 

suggested.   

 

Further aspects that the analysis suggested is the leanness transformations could be viewed as 

being exploitative and highly pressure to individuals.  As organizational impacts the 

lean-related enhancements, persistence and high quality perfections; it requires strong leader 

type competence, devoted professionalism and long-term patience around a new cultural 

beliefs of its’ total quality improvements.  It implicates the transcending changes by 

individuals to identify with activities of lean thinking on both the cognitive and emotional 

levels.  The exposed uncertainty and resistance to change could be high [Appendix 8] and success 

is not guaranteed if such a journey is superficially implemented and taken lightly.  The 

narrowing gaps as a form of company strategy or advocating ideals on lean thinking to 

embrace reality must be enacted by total reflections and involvement that are mutually 
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exclusive and interacted.  The mutual welfares for both the individuals and the organization 

must indicate the prosperous and sustaining future beyond just the current intended system 

being implemented.   

 

As the development of leanness within the organization, both individuals and organizational 

movements go through different stages of progress.  Their progressive changes are 

distinctively related; hence, the sense of hope and gratification towards the future must be 

clearly seeded and interacted with continuous learning through synchronizing changes while 

eliminating skepticism.  As with all other cultural changes, the human dimensions of 

perceptions, motivations, empowerment with the sense of respect and intimacies are just a 

few essential elements for constant and profound contemplation.  Deeper research of such 

complex interventions are necessary for special approaches and research designs to address 

the cohesiveness that would influence the habits of cultural behaviors. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it was addressed that Hong Kong’s common business practices had progressed 

through multi dynamics of abrupt changes, as it was evident that traditional businesses in 

Hong Kong had evolving through historical influences that are driven by the dynamics of 

economic systems with subjectivity of financial means and monetary values.   Hence, 

through growing complexities to business landscapes in technological advancements, creative 

innovations, diversification excellence and corporate relation confidence; it places new 

challenges and disruptive fundamental shifts to strategic changes in product servicing needs 

and value creation practices for Hong Kong and it’s people of emerging businesses.   

 

Deeper impact in a dramatic different form challenges the traditional businesses’ value 
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formulating ability; to better appropriate, create and innovate opportunities and redefining 

the current suppressive value systems.  It indicates a system of evolution and transcendence, 

to placing people back at the heart of all business dimensions with divine purpose in reviving 

creative engagements.   

 

Through deep investigative analysis for a solution, the report have shown notions of the lean 

conceptual model that was rooted by “Lean Thinking” lies within the strategic of 

transformational factors; for liberating individuals, stakeholders and the business practices 

alike.  The distinctive value defining context of engagements for creating value experiences 

are required to stream through the total system that are interconnected.  In the continuous 

process to improving organizations’ correlational inter-dependence and value exchanges; the 

lean thinking model is shown with significance importance in the constructs of building 

collective and cumulative faithful behaviors that are respectful with trust.  The defined 

relationship goal provides authentic, healthy and mutually benefit for all stakeholders to be 

sustainable independently through the lean process of fostering engagement beliefs.  By the 

focused notions in value significance of waste elimination and omission from adding what is 

not necessary; the contextual re-innovation imparts the experiences of clarity and mediating 

engagement factors with a new frame of reference.  The lean progressive processes 

revitalizes individual’s motivational, perceptual, and behavioral initiatives, as part of the 

incubation for empowerment of proactive engagements.   

 

Through in-depth examination presented in the analysis beyond explicit tangible activities, 

there are recognitions of better insights that suggests the impacts of the cognitive, affective, 

conative and relative psychological development to the decision making process in the new 

value creation domain.  Further analysis of lean thinking with emotional experience 

engagement reveals the necessities of intimate dialogues created through the notions of 
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simplicity and naturalness of humane values was previously abstract.  The simple engaging 

purpose and natural bond between individuals or entities becomes better founded with purer 

needs perceived and respectful values that become pivotal.  Innovating and creatively 

eliminating what does not matter to make room for those that does, simplify the 

understanding that incorporates the natural transpiring patterns with the right balance of 

interconnecting and trusting flows.  The clearer identification for deeper solutions without 

invasive means of oppressing one’s needs with harmonious rhythms, enhances the 

experiences of encouraging self-congregate actions towards a meaningful ecosystem that 

would naturally be diversified with people centric collaborations.   

 

Factors in the analysis of leanness through constant improvement for perfection, openly 

suggests and exposes irregularities and asymmetry that conveys the power of intriguing 

curiosities for continuous suggestions.  The opportunities for liberating suggestions becomes 

more convincing than that of full disclosure; as fascinating one’s imagination and curiosity 

provide a strong force towards proactive actions.  Hence, newly created opportunities would 

scale to newfound desires and anticipating with profound decisive responsiveness accordingly.   

The expanding impact by activities to the creative spectrum as contributions becomes the 

advancements in the value creation system, through the notions of seeding engagement of 

emotional experiences.  Moreover, the analysis further revealed the engagement of 

collaborative activities broadened the subsequent fundamentals and the relational conditions 

that are essentially significant to the perceptual and emotional causes for change with unique 

stimulating optimism.  Hence, the transformation to the conditions for open innovations and 

provided platforms for creativity exchanges by co-creation opportunities.   

 

It is through these discoveries of human centric tranquilities, implicating activities and 

advocacy movements for transcending perspectives and approaches to shift decisions 
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collectively; that would help the organizational practices towards new wisdoms of values and 

collective co-creating activities.  Uncovering meaningful states of activating creative energies 

would be the new metaphors to proactively resolve hidden suppressive complications before 

they deteriorate the central systems of norms.  Each individual decision makers endorsing as 

leaders of their own spectrums would be required to support and diagnose resolutions of 

tomorrow’s predicting value opportunities.  It is by self-enhanced awareness, focused values, 

and attentions to priming for respectful experiences and achieving creative insights that 

progresses the organizational practices before they become misguided phenomenal of the 

future.  Contributors of significant decisions not only need to initiate vitalizing actions at large; 

but essentially take accountabilities to facilitating virtuous movements of righteous influences 

for the betterment of others based on anticipatory known events.  As proactive creativity for 

innovations is a form of agility that becomes an individual trait; but “preactive” lean thinking 

practices as the new norm of value creation by essence of innovative energy, would be the 

development of preemptive responsiveness that would becomes the spirit of devoted value 

opportunists.   

 

The managing emphasis for guiding opportunities to harvest a culture of new solutions by 

appreciation, anticipation, appropriation, stabilizing relation, and aspiring innovation; to create 

greater values through lean practices of people-centric products and services.  It is with 

better understanding and insights to the visions of mortality, missions of righteous practices 

and executing activities of greater respect for humanity; that would pro-activate an institute of 

inspirational actions that becomes the core in vitalizing sustainable growth for future Hong 

Kong emerging business. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Hong Kong economics and business development in 

parallel to the impact of Hong Kong people 

 

1.0 The city of Hong Kong in its development 

For the past few decades Hong Kong as a global city, holds a special position with the uprising 

transitions of China to becoming a world’s influential force and economic power.  The name 

marked by a unique status as the Special Administration Region (S.A.R), Hong Kong is filled 

with extensive developmental artifacts and social transformations during the British colonial 

governance prior to the transfer of sovereignty in 1997.  The transformations over the years 

with incremental growth, inflicted rapid advancements in industrialization and Hong Kong 

flourished progressively to establishing multiple successes of world recognized industries that 

includes: manufacturing1, transportations2, business trading3, architecture4, tourism5, 

telecommunications6 , finance7, and film entertainment8.  The prosperities that supported 

these extensive growth, vigorously fueled further abrupt changes to the economic and social 

structures and stimulating the economic values upon the human intensive capitals; hence, 

Hong Kong and it’s people have proudly earned the position and the reputations as one of the 

most economically powerful9 and competitive cities in the world10 with dedicated efforts.  In 

recent decades, China’s continuous strives for transformations and political reforms as a 

functional system and a country with sustaining stability towards the future; China’s economic 

                                                        
1 In the 1950s as manufacturing-based economy: The manufacturing industry grew rapidly over the next decade until 1970 with the industry 

diversifying to different aspects and declined in 1980.  
2 Transportations: Highly developed transport network with 90% of the daily journeys are on public transport, ranking highest rate in the world.  
3 Trading: Ranked the 9th largest trading entity in the world in 2012. The total value of visible trade amounted to $7,346.5 billion in 2 012.  
4 Architecture: The world's biggest skyline with a total of 7,681 skyscrapers.   
5 Tourism: One of three main sources of income for Hong Kong and a major pillar for the economy.  
6 Telecommunications: Totally privately owned and faces no restriction on foreign investment. All services are open for competition.  
7 Finance: Growing to overtake London and surpass New York in the new 2 years to become the world’s biggest financial center. 
8 Film entertainment: Earned the name of Asia’s Hollywood and the industries’ per capita production, Hong Kong ranked first in Asia. 
9 Top economic powerful city: Hong Kong places 7th in the Global Economic Power Index by Martin Prosperity Institute.  
10 Global competitive city: Hong Kong ranks 1st in the top 10 Most Competitive Countries in the World by International Business Times.  
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objectives with exponential growth are deemed inevitable.  In order to support their own 

independence in the world’s stages of global finance with fierce competitions,  

China’s own economy must hold their own with faster bold changes and more impactful 

disruptions to industries and businesses with deeper policy compliances, deeper demands of 

technological tools to increase productivities, communications speed without lack time and 

the absolute power of steering social infrastructure without complexities to reinforce and 

achieve the set objective goals.   

 

1.1 The businesses of Hong Kong in development 

 

The people of Hong Kong who were well breed as opportunist and risk takers are at the 

forefront of these rapid paces of defying changes in these extraordinary economic times.  The 

phenomena of Hong Kong companies are pedigreed as super speed venturous driven by 

opportunities to push for sales revenue growth, cost cuts and blockading all possibilities of 

declining revenues and margins as the standard business best practices.  The conditioning of 

traditional business systems are captivated by meeting sales flow and fast earnings as the most 

important part of running a successful business.  These prosperous rigid systems and ways of 

doing businesses are at the leadership level, where sales driven profits has been the only 

romanticized priority that gets streamlined to the rest of the organizations’ operations and 

execution levels in supporting the company’s mission with immortal speed and agility.   

 

However, these obsession with profit maximization also has its’ cost and the cycles of ironies 

unfortunately are feared and believed, that it isn’t possible to be both fast and precise 

endlessly without resulting in two common black holes; one is the neglect of delivering quality 

products and with best match service excellence for the clients’ needs, hence the impact to 

the long term client relationship management and retentions.  As well, the disappointing 

results of cutting cost by low-value investments on its’ own human capital caused direct 
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diminishing returns to its financial engineering that no amount of sales earning can confidently 

fix and improve.  The conditions of organizations in Hong Kong facing high fixed operation 

costs11 are often neglecting to maintain employees of high competence.  The common 

circumstances for Hong Kong employees are underpaid with abusive work hours12; they may 

be discouraged from doing good work in a dogmatic structure, knowing themselves are 

neglecting their customers given the constrains and time, yet unable to do anything of creative 

values given the situations in the moments.  It is a common believe in the Hong Kong society 

and everyday businesses that, surviving is the key to their missions and doing best they know 

how is all they can do without challenging the status quo.  Many people of Hong Kong have 

grown to stay in their sphere of comfort, happily and overly focused on time managing their 

profit streams, while too few are servicing them with solid believes and fairness of their 

customers’ long term values towards the future.  The psychological impact deteriorate the 

self-esteem and the lack of fulfillments, making it much more harder for companies at all levels 

to sell quality produced goods that are supported by valuable services with satisfied returning 

customers.   

 

The long traditions of profit first with willful ignorance of sacrificing quality by rapid deliveries 

and under-values on its commitments would damage any organization without returning 

customers in the long term.  This is especially true where, in todays’ growing competitions 

and viral communication spans by technologies; Hong Kong businesses could be facing its’ own 

dismay in quality, neglecting to nourish respects for individuals and other senses of business 

needs in the value streams.   

 

                                                        
11 Hong Kong rank top in Asia for the most expensive “A” level Offices leases rates per square feet in the world.  
12 The people of Hong Kong on average work 49 hours a week, ranking 5th among 72 countries.  
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APPENDIX 2 

An investigative review of Hong Kong Small Business 

Enterprise (SME) – COMPANY-X Hong Kong Ltd. 

 

 

2.1. Case Analysis  

COMPANY-X Inc. is a Hong Kong SME company that has 15 years of track record that 

provides technical infrastructures and servicing applications as their core business.  Their 

main product and services development business are online solutions, product 

applications, platform deployments and direct consultations and custom tailoring the 

overall enterprise solutions for their new potential clients; while fulfilling requirement 

requests of business needs on a project bases for existing clients.   

 

Over the years, COMPANY-X’s product offerings are mainly, the sales driven platform suite 

package that provides common industrial standards of enterprise’s process during the 

product life cycle management.  COMPANY-X’s product and services objectives are to 

always create supplements and continually increase and improve product functions and 

features to the single collaborative platform solution for all of the private label brands, 

retailers and associated trading partners across the retail industry at the most cost 

efficient way at warp speed.   

 

Whiles exploring and expanding to the trends of the latest technologies; COMPANY-X are 

set-out to provide the total cloud based service bonded by tailored applications that 

maneuvers best practices, standards compliances, improving response time to sudden 

changes, shortening product lifecycles, lowering production and material costs and 
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improving sourcing logistics efficiencies.  These establishments of online complex system 

is currently connected 24/7 with over 20,000 factories from around the world at any given 

time with leading brands and retailers.   

 

The industry nature of information and technology centric driven business are made 

possible necessitated by sophisticate engineering infrastructures for service stability, high 

precision code development process and tight risk assessments for security controls with 

wide technical knowledge based and well skilled staffs to collaborate with leading partners 

for integrations and deployment of new technology upgrading procedures.  Over the 

years COMPANY-X’s cost stringent sales focus on nimble development of existing practices, 

swift solutions by short iteration in operations and cross team development with tight 

deadlines, have accumulated a complicated structure of massive magnitude and also 

tightly integrated, it had become a multiple short term added solutions of project based 

singular byproduct of questionable quality that lacks the long term strategic outlooks of 

sustainable growth with stability and reusability.  It is evident that the operations and its’ 

value model in its business roadmap were limited in creative potentials for adaptive 

growth and scalability to handle the uprising of technological innovations in new ages.   

 

 

 

2.1.1. Pursuing the Future  

COMPANY-Xs’ target clients and potential future customers are demanding high value 

impact solutions with fast changing hi-tech driven productivity tools and cost reduction 

methods as their practical needs.  The new dynamics for the client in approaching their 

data values to capitalize strategic business insights and data analytics to maximize 

operations logistic as new patterns for their business survival becomes their foremost 

fundamental requisites.    
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In order for COMPANY-X to stay in business, venturing new business channels and provide 

accommodations of their clients; COMPANY-Xs needs to realize their product creative 

solutions, services quality reach and responsiveness to the needs of their customers must 

become the most important factor for their new business values and innovation ventures 

for the future.  

 

 

 

2.2. Product Challenges 

COMPANY-Xs’ conventional focus faces enormous challenges with their current linear 

profit approach and short term product cycle development rations; in adapting to clients’ 

new value perspectives, fulfilling demands of agility and lowering cost with efficiencies, 

COMPANY-Xs’ product solutions of prompt extendibility plays a very important part of 

their future prosperity.   COMPANY-X’s product innovations must cover multi-spanning 

value opportunities as part of the evolutions in computing of cost reduction and increases 

business value-added solutions.  The notions of Product and Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

for COMPANY-X is not enough as a solution to support the business operations and in the 

advancements of information technology competitive business; it needs to provide 

additional advantages and be part of an aggregated strategic solution to the services they 

provide – Services and Software as a Service (SaaS) must be in their formulation while 

serving their customers.  COMPANY-Xs applications must focus urgently to provide 

solutions of flexibility, adaptability and neutral aggregation that the market need and 

desires.  Their investments on intellectual resources in software application 

developments must produce cooperative and evolving values that the next generation of 

customers will want to use.  
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2.3. Services Challenges  

COMPANY-Xs’ faces one of the toughest obstacles in the technical transformations of our 

times; they must sustain a strong and effective service organization with quick, precise and 

decisive alertness both technically and intellectually.  COMPANY-X must enhance their 

servicing capacity to resolve the functional systems for their clients and help them success 

in meeting their goals of connecting their resource networks with the highest precision 

and performance speed.  The product enhancements and business strategic solutions, 

cannot properly sustained and economically thrive without the technical and human 

services that supports it.   

 

One of COMPANY-X’s largest departments have been the worst to see employee turnovers, 

due to cost cutting and limited budgeting with inexperience hires on board.  Many of the 

projects have been halted due to the lack of innovative results that are unsatisfactory or 

the time required for project deployments are exceeding long.  As well, the 

miscommunication of sustaining product solutions are often overlooked during the 

development cycle, quality assessments and trouble shoot reevaluations due to ignorance 

and immature product releases due to time constraints. 

   

COMPANY-X could be in a position that is no longer considered a trusted solution provider 

and supplier by its customers.  The global services are in serious need of new perspective 

in its process redesign and better value information system in place.  A top level 

objectives to reinvent and enable servicing support teams to operate proactively and 

collaboratively with clearer servicing values in their decision process must be in the best 

interest for their clients they assured to serve.  
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2.4. Mobile Challenges  

COMPANY-X started its mobile initiative two years ago through the ideas of the next user 

interactive experience.  Up until now the mobile solutions and application development 

that would transform and reflect their years of online product solutions for their 

prospective clients’ needs never really took off and non-existent in the revenue streams 

nor business value in its’ strategic outlook in the technology advancement roadmap.  The 

teams of business development, product development and design development were 

never given resources or knowledge supports with tools in the mobile spectrum, nor a 

clear defined value proposition with objective based mission to be accomplished.  The 

separations were without leads, nor a process for collaboration, communication and 

co-development towards a defined corporate goal.  It seems as though COMPANY-X has 

completely missed one of the golden chance in information technology history.   

 

This undoubtedly speaks in volumes of the leadership in the business directions and 

innovation management of anticipating changes for business opportunities.  The 

prospect of investments and dedications of valuable resources where they matters most 

were downright disconnected with the real world trends and essential patterns of future 

technology.  The top level management at COMPANY-X should understand mobile 

technology; the sooner and the better that COMPANY-X can provide and support their 

customers’ business growth with leadership.  There needs to be a place in the mobile 

spectrum for COMPANY-X as a product and services provider and they must make up for 

lost time and become a trusted partner with immediate value benefits.  
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2.5. People Challenges  

The current conditions in COMPANY-X, where value for individuals and reverence for 

knowledge share are close to being purged and obscured.  Every decisive actions made 

requires the authorization of the highest level with numerous approval processes, 

micromanagement and exhaustive meetings with excessive details, of which the outcome 

of many decision would be to find ways to spend nothing and complete them within the 

shortest amount of time.  This causes inter-departments collaborative works and the 

communication environment to be at a standstill with immense inefficiency; and at times 

paralyzed with confusion and misinterpretations to decide. 

 

The workforce at the company are operating in survival mode especially for those that are 

new, they operate only to please top level managements best interest, excessive orders, or 

the clients given timeline.  Many of the staffs have no direct communication channels, no 

knowledge feedback systems, no clear directions to their means and no fulfilling purpose 

as to why, what and how to make COMPANY-X better with their trained skills.   

 

The conventional bureaucracies and the common compelling sales practices are dissipating 

its precious and greatest resources and many of its finest minds.  These inefficiencies are 

nakedly and clearly evident in their works and services they provide.  COMPANY-X needs 

to break this cycle of disorientations and start mobilizing their employees at all levels into 

a value realignments with leadership guidance to steer the company and the workforce to 

back on track.  
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2.6. Quality Challenges  

The often development nature of providing client solutions at COMPANY-X mainly involved 

the project management teams (PMT) in handling clients’ request when problematic 

issues arises and providing custom alterations and reconfigurations of the product 

provided solutions.  COMPANY-X’s PMT have adopted the standard practice of 

problem-focused approach with agile linear process, set out specifically to resolve given 

tasks at hand with the quickest approach and often neglect and omitted the 

comprehensive quality assurance procedures.    

 

This conventional custom poses great threats and potential complexities to COMPANY-X’s 

future in meeting volatile changes and demands of industrial standard specifications.  As 

quality is continuous improvement and with the possibility to improve doing the same 

thing better, faster and cheaper while reducing cost and labor.  It should be an obsession 

and a culture that initiates from the top and comprises everyone in the organization.  

Neglecting quality and abandoning customers’ consequences and making earnings as the 

only priority leads to bad karma.  COMPANY-X must seriously address its quality 

awareness and placing strict standard procedures about quality with continuous quality 

improvement programs or its survival will be at risk.  
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2.7. Leadership Challenges  

Like many companies in the world today, COMPANY-X seems to be greatly influenced by 

the impacted by the recent changes from all fronts.  Their vision seemingly became 

ambiguous and their current state of responses towards profit ambitions are out of focus 

with the changing needs in the new era – a condition they produced over the years.  

Senior executives are for the most parts scrambling with these new complications, 

paralysis and tainted at times with indecisions only to rely on the status quo.  Even if they 

wish to do something, they may be afraid to act knowing the time and complications 

involved.  Senior leaders have become micromanagers as linear thinkers rather than 

thought leaders of multi-dimensions to empower other divisions to become more 

successful in what they are proficient to do.   

 

The conventional mindset lacks creative visions towards prosperity and should introduce a 

fundamental change in every corner to innovate new perspectives; and remodeling 

resourceful approaches to managing the business as a proficient integration of operational 

divisions.  The absences of a value proficient system with new means to overcast the 

financial causes had long been overdue.  The only missions of the communicative 

messages from senior level executives must revert the old and to the anew of stimulating 

exchanges towards the human centric empowerment; a step back to be honest with itself 

and its stakeholders to regroup and revive the current dimmed culture and repair the 

company.  
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APPENDIX 3 

Characteristics of Key Determinants derived from the 

journal articles. 

 

3.1 

Lean Process 

 
 

Focus of Lean as fundamental principles: 

 Effective actions and delivery of values to others. 

 Engaging by respect for people holistically 

 Elimination of wastages to help advance the value streams 

 Ensures flows are constant without blockages or being stagnant 

 Advocating the Just-in-Time orchestration and synchronicity 

 Proactive and Initiative system process 

 Endeavors for excellence 

 

3.2 

Creative Appeals 

 

Focuses of creative appeals in the value stream: 

 Effecting with subconscious language connecting with emotional level 

 Exposing factual relevance to the sentiments 

 Transmitting significance to the “top of the mind” positioning 

 Underscoring liberations to personal needs with affection 

 Harmonizing the rational mind in conflict with status quos 

 Influencing primal vocabulary of create and to empower creations 

 Moderating obstacles of traditional consciousness  

 Articulate the symbolic relationships of momentum 

 Amplifying the up scalability of knowing and feeling informative 

 Optimizing confidence in creative efforts 
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3.3 

Value Attachments 

 

Focuses of value attachments in the value stream: 

 Enriching the up scalability that are personable and desirable by others 

 Respecting with sensitivity for all levels of the people 

 Energizing the aura of openhearted kinship 

 Building secured capacity and personable relationship 

 Authenticating empathy and circulating compassion with the interest for others  

 Rationalizing the sense of comfort that embraces healthy affiliations 

 Guiding pursuits for fulfillments or risk with optimism and remain opportunistic 

 Perceiving beyond the traditions of self-indulged perceptions of problems 

 Embracing cohesive believes in diversities with investments of intrinsic values 

 Advocating collaborative actions to produce positivity 

 Reinforcing commitments and devotion for the people with honor 

 Offering and giving sympathetic actions that are useful with pride 

 

3.4 

Decision Roles 

 

 

Focuses of decision roles in the value stream: 

for individuals 

 Celebrating with transparencies to advance diversity in product services  

 Extending individual values and ideals of enriched experiences to customers 

 Accommodating meaningful impacts of education of open experience inspirations  

 Liberating barriers of responsibilities for excellence of others 

 Coveting expansion of new commitments to visionary qualities 

 

for stakeholders 

 Create emotional build of genuine experiences through services of others 

 Balance transparencies to advance diversity of product market needs 

 Collaborate with compelling pivots to pillar boundless adoptions 

 Energizing collective analytics of value differentiations  

 Striving to scale practical models by graceful distribution 
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3.5 

Change Factors 

 

 

Focuses of change factors in the value stream: 

 Incrementing fundamental relationships of confidence and bliss 

 Investing essential autonomy of virtual companionships in close proximity 

 Leveraging competence to convene and solve challenges with elaboration 

 Pivoting critical importance with relatedness and bidirectional offerings  

 Connecting with focused generosity accountable to higher needs perceived  

 Amplify dramatic mindshare for opportunity outlooks with optimism  

 Sustaining professional networks beyond the company with external varieties 

 Embracing explicit associates of strengthen intelligence and asset acknowledgements 

 Investing personable mastery of individual values 

 Maintaining long established affiliations with noblemen gestures 

 Establishing interaction of alumni with energetic postures and humanity 

 Supporting informal encouragements in group participations with courtesy   

 Expanding virtuous circles to achieve honest productive relationship of ambitions 

 Aligning alliance of futurist aims with impact by compact advancements 

 Occasioning basic serendipity and communion 

 Acknowledging open awareness of personal identifications and appreciations 

 Authenticating curiosities and interest for intimate developments 

 Expertizing bridges of extensions through reaches of trust 

 Eliminating randomness and distractions without focuses of distinguishable needs 

 

3.6 

Aspiring Values 

 

 

Focuses of aspiring values in the value stream: 

 Building rapport closely at heart with the fundamental willingness to be presence 

 Discovering journey with togetherness, exploring answers to consequential problems 

 Enduring actions to new and critical perspectives and approaches to seek solutions 

 Exemplify the centrality of meaning and values with creative missions to transcend 

 Enriching contents of divine impact with affections to continuously learn and educate 

 Embracing rigorous intellectual inquiries of the past; with the present; for the future 

 Sustaining support to the critical components of thinking and knowing with provisions 

 Encouraging the prominence of doing through coherent spectrums of business, 

engineering and design impressions 

 Advocating the creative citizenship to the comfort of human physical, mental, and 

spiritual evolution 

 Entrusting visions with mindful approaches; bootstrapping with buoyant energies 

 Empowering organic reach of enrichments to reflect the practical needs for change 

and innovations 

 Engaging in enthusiastic temperaments to create possible motivational conditions 
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3.7 

Focused Culture 

 

 

Emphasis of Focused Culture in the value stream: 

 Inducing reminiscences mixtures of creation orientation synchronizing with growth 

orientation as stimuli 

 Injecting revolutionary patterns and practices as second nature by gratification 

 Becoming first as common grounds with initiatives and alliances perceiving change as 

the norm and healthy 

 Clarifying alertness for opportunities, with detections as creator of significant values  

 Willingness to assume righteous risk with capacity to exploit market prospects 

undiscovered or unchartered 

 Seeking to generate values through directions, creation and expansion of creative 

activities  

 Identifying innovations with new purpose as driver for long term sustainability  

 Reassuring human actions and education in pursuing efficient growth of economic 

activities through new phenomena 

 Organizing sufficient resources in physical, financial, interval, intangible and 

interchangeable capitals with equity and efficiency 

 Decentralizing regulatory frameworks in helping creative operations and determining 

creative competence landscapes 

 Creating arrangements of changing agents and interactive communions by 

appropriate characters 
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APPENDIX 4

Primitive Interviews of Practitioners 

4.1. 

W.Kan 

Director of Operations 

COMPANY-Y Ltd. 

“Being Lean and thinking lean is really about being like a startup and having an 

entrepreneurial mindset.  There are lots of people in Hong Kong around that are 

very nimble in their ways of thinking and perceiving what is around them.  Having 

an entrepreneurial mindset it’s not totally about starting an entirely new business 

with just being simple or minimal out of the blue.   I think It’s about the ability to 

observe and looking beyond today and into the world: seeing opportunities ahead. 

There are lots of creative competent people around with great ethics and cares about 

the impact they make for the company's or their own future.  Some of them are 

very willing to different challenges while other refuses; and the balance of these 

mixes are often very tricky and exhaustive with the costs; but harnessing those who 

are willing to think ahead, looking beyond the rest of the packs tends be good for the 

team and drive innovations with positive changes, with something new and usually 

doing things better and smarter than before.  Talking to some of them is one thing 

but when they are in the office environment they become somewhat reserved.   

Women and men alike are thinking big with calculated actions in order to succeed 

nowadays.  Finding ways to overturn reserved ideas into commercial ventures is a 

process that’s needs to get ironed out as upper management, because many people 

around tends to have so many ideas to break away from the old ways of doing things, 

especially those of us in the “Internet of things”, otherwise, they look elsewhere.   

I believe there are strong signs that doing thing for the sake of doing aren't so ideal or 

healthy for the company’s growth or planning the career growth of our people; it’s 

really the time to have a closer look at the different ideas, thinking inclusively, openly 

and collectively for our product and services ahead.  Things certainly need to change 

as the entire world is openly buzzing about it, so for all of our longer-term sakes, the 

changes certainly seems pressing and challenging.” 
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4.2. 

G. Wong 

Associate Creative 

Director 

COMPANY-X Ltd. 

“… I feel Hong Kong is a special place and filled with creative people around and 

their resilience is proudly backed by many hard working people of past generations.  

There are a lot of “can do” people that are willing to step up and help out in different 

occasions, boosting efficiencies quite a few notches and some of those with deeper 

knowledge do really touched a lot of us with their keenness.   It’s very exciting 

especially when it comes to their networks of people in getting answers and results, 

it’s very apparent that they are very like-minded people in the same wavelengths.   

So I believe with all the changes that are happening with growing competitions, there 

are lots of opportunities for creative works with better ideas to be done and we need 

to step away for being comfortable.  It would be a shame if we get trapped within 

the institutionalize way of thinking when faced with new challenges.  I don’t believe 

staying conventional and just being profitable would work very well in the long run 

with the waves of changes are becoming paramount, especially in businesses that 

requires constant innovations from all corners to deal with the new world of changes, 

otherwise we’d be like dead fish just go with the flow without actions to stay ahead; 

if you’d be a surfer, you wouldn’t be surfing behind the wave now would you?  

I think we really need to step up our own abilities and also coaching others to 

rediscover bigger and righteous needs; reaching out to customers with better 

solutions; like … literally together, we can’t just hide under the sand or box them out 

any longer.  This requires a revolution of new mindsets, new skillsets and new 

knowledge beyond the traditional way of doing business; redefining the ways to 

interact and accelerate people-centric ideas and experience driven innovations as 

solutions.  Our creative business or any business for that matter, need to thrive on 

“T” Shaped skills and people with creative awareness and confidence; we really need 

see them as investments and develop them through open sharing and in an 

interactive communication domains!” 
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4.3. 

R.Pollick

Business Analyst 

Manager 

COMPANY-Z HK Ltd.

“…for product services or processes in a business often need new ideas, and fresh

new thinking, without it, it would be boring, problematic, decaying and certainly 

difficult to make a profit.  Each problem we encounter with our customer is an 

attempt to solve a problem of some sort, especially if it is process related or 

experiences related it could get messy; but truly all the clients really want is to see and 

feel something better than the last with their own eyes.  

Often time sitting in a meeting bouncing off ideas, seemingly thinking we have a great 

idea, but really we are not; because you can’t really just be in a boardroom and 

“BAMB!!!” a spill out of unexpected big ideas of inspiration will spontaneously appear 

in a schedule at 10:30 that morning.  This is the core misunderstanding by business 

managers and upper managements; they’ll need to know that creative thinking isn’t a 

manageable assets, it can only be encouraged.  Many companies already know they 

have talented people who are quick with their thought processes and have very active 

minds; but how to allow those people fulfill their passions, goals and personal needs 

by tapping into those essential motivations for the company would be a work of art or 

charisma; not the works of micromanagement and obedience.   

The breaking ground for ideas with something different and of values is definitely 

collaboration at play without just the money factors 1st hand; working with someone 

different from you, yet on the same agendas to figure out the best ways to help our 

customers and solving their problems. Give them something that WE, OURSELVES 

would be proud of and find it useful!  Having a broad variety of experiences, insights 

and backgrounds that rub against each other is more likely to spark ideas that are 

worthwhile. 

Money of course is always going to be an issue as well as all the political struggles, but 

with a bias to 1st act rather than obvious cheap gains and making sure that the progress 

are measureable would be a change all in itself.  Having the most viable products out 

in front of the customers quickly, wowing them in the room probably is the truest and 

fastest client’s responses you can have and optimized plan for deliver repeatable 

products can certainly generating revenue with more options.  The Fact is, talk is 

cheap but a culture of commitment and drive to make things happen is more likely to 

help all of us survive.  My2cent is we have to face it, look things over and have every 

attempt to instill “urgency”; as if we have a gun-to-the head for a creative “urgency 

culture” rather than a “complacency culture” could surely be a starter.”
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APPENDIX 5

Lean Thinking Characters as Individual Roles 

5.1. Think Big Start Small - as Growth 

Fulfill: 

 think into the future with impact

 being able to participate and be active 

 curious and wide coverage of knowledge 

 detail oriented and in tune with the bigger picture

 enthusiastic of others discipline and willing to learn

 can provide new ways of looking at old problems

5.2. Focus Lean Contribute More - as Relatedness 

Responsive: 

 Willingness to help others restlessly 

 Kean insights with knowledge application 

 Discipline based education and analytical

 Clear cut interactions and nimble to the point

 Embodies the technology fusions as tools

 Well structure and organized with confidence 

Openness: 

 Enthusiastic and welcoming personality 

 Intriguing with various topics and issues

 Good social skills with persuasion

 Understanding and good listener 

 Very hands on and functional to help 

 Expressive of greater means and goals
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Bonding: 

 Trust oriented with mutual benefits

 Builds networks through karma and serendipity 

 Not shy to offer and safeguard whole heartedly 

 Team player with the sense of wholeness 

 Energetic with positivity and sympathetic to others

 Well discipline and consistent in behavior 

5.3. Think Less Facilitate All - as Existence 

Aware: 

 Action oriented with detail thought process

 Focused goals and achievements by iterations

 Acknowledging others with good intensions

 Communicate and Educating by Examples 

 Involving by participations and connections 

 Keenness of surroundings and realistic measurements 
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APPENDIX 6

Lean Progressive Individual Needs 

6.1. Think Big Lead Small - as Growth 

Resonance: 

 Exemplifying respects and greater values

 Achievements of positive sensation 

 Standards of excellences and guidance 

 Futuristic visions with honorable means

 Philanthropist to the greater whole 

 Optimistic for greater virtues 

6.2. Focus Lean Facilitate More - as Relatedness 

Salience: 

 Compassionate of actions and presences 

 Gratifications for unity and collective deeds

 Strength in kinship with flamboyant vibes

 Orchestrating competence with synchronicity 

 Cohesive gestures of positivity

 Reminiscence of energy and motivations

Trust: 

 Honesty and predictability 

 Viable actions and intimate compliments 

 Intuitive and perceptive of hope

 Confidence of the future with faith 

 Reliability of support and comforts

 Willful sharing of consistent communication 
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Structure: 

 Stability and strength in order and harmony 

 Accommodating facilities and forms of peace 

 Uniform and organized connectivity

 Easy comprehensions of destination for participation 

 Smooth flow of new conditions and changes 

 Ease of operation with clarity and free of blockages

6.3. Self-Less Contribute All - as Existence 

Being: 

 Physical and mental acknowledgement

 Identify of contribution with pride 

 Transparency of actions and deeds 

 Exposure of beliefs and aspirations for change 

 Liberation and empowerment to act and involved

 Encouragements to strive, execute and appreciated 
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APPENDIX 7

Collaboration Activities as Co-Creative Experiences 

7.1. Emotional Relatedness as Collaborative Co-Creation Experiences 

Safety: 

 Sense of familiarity, with recognition

 Sense of connectivity, order and stability

 Sense of integration and commonality 

 Eliminating the element of surprises, 

 A sense of certainty and predictability 

 Sense of calm, optimism to the future 

Belonging: 

 A sense of embrace, with hope and security 

 The well-being with comfort and peace 

 Strong unity and with identity and place 

 The sense of intimacy and giving 

 The feelings of others above the self

 Sense of empathy and listening, receptive 

Esteem: 

 The sensation of energy and motivation 

 Willingness of proactive actions 

 A sense of confidence and strength 

 Sense of directions and initiatives 

 Sense of offering and improvements 

 Sense of focus with purpose and resolutions
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APPENDIX 8

Online Questionnaires 
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QUESTIONNAIR RESPONSE 
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